AMETHYST WAY PLAYGROUND UPGRADE

EXISTING SEATING TO BE RETAINED

NEW PLAY EQUIPMENT LOCATED WITHIN EXISTING SOFTFALL ZONE. NEW MULCH SOFTFALL TO REPLACE EXISTING RUBBER ZONE AND TO PATHEDGE AND FILLING TO 300MM HIGH MULCH.

EXISTING MOUND TO BE RETAINED.

PLAY EQUIPMENT ZONE

EXISTING PATHS TO BE RETAINED

EXISTING GARDEN BEDS TO BE REPLANTED WITH LOW BORDER PLANTINGS AND VARIETY OF LOW, COLOURFUL SHRUBS.

CONCRETE PIPE MIN. 300MM DIA. AND 2M LONG

AMETHYST WAY

MULCH MOUND

MULCHED MOUND TO 1.0 M HIGH

VERTICAL FOOT WITH PLATFORM TO RESEMBLE VIEWS VOTIVE CANDLES.

CARGO NET SUSPENDED BETWEEN 4 POSTS: MAX. 800MM ABOVE GROUND

EXISTING GARDEN BEDS TO BE REPLANTED WITH LOW BORDER PLANTINGS AND VARIETY OF LOW, COLOURFUL SHRUBS.

CONCRETE PIPE MIN. 300MM DIA. AND 2M LONG

PLAY EQUIPMENT

FLOORING: BISCUIT SLIDING PLATEFORM, PLATFORMS, LADDER & MONKEY BAR.
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LOW ROCK WING WALLS TO MATCH EXISTING WALLS ON SITE.
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